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Dear Stakeholders,
In this issue, we are excited to share highlights of
the National Day and Teachers’ Day Celebrations
in our school.
Celebrating Singapore’s 53rd Birthday!
The theme for this year’s celebration — “We are
Singapore” — embodies the collective strength
and diversity of Singaporeans.
The wet morning did little to dampen the National
Day spirit as all gathered in the school hall. The
parade took place in the school hall and the
national flag was marched in before the anthem
was sung.

Volleyball Captain (outgoing) handing over
a volleyball as a symbol of leadership transition

Upon the conclusion of the ceremony, various
student groups performed as part of the
celebration. The student-cadets from NCC did their
precision drills as part of the celebration.

Our Parade Contingent marching in with
the national flag

NCC demonstrating their precision drills

As part of the National Day Celebration, a
segment of the programme was dedicated to the
CCA handover ceremony that commended the
CCA student leaders as they passed the mantle to
their juniors to lead their peers to exemplify our
school values.

The climax of the celebration was when the Choir
led the school with some of the most memorable
National Day songs. The event ended on a high
note as the school broke into a resounding chorus,
singing “We are Singapore”.
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Student Council Investiture

Teachers’ Day Celebration

Held in conjunction with the National Day
Celebration was the Student Council Investiture.

The theme for this year's Teachers' Day
Celebration was "Time Travel". The newly elected
Student Council planned and coordinated the
Teachers’ Day concert, in appreciation of their
teachers. In addition, the Art Club prepared
exquisite Teachers’ Day cards for every teacher in
the school.

During this ceremony, the Secondary Four
Student Councillors handed over their roles and
responsibilities to the Secondary Three Student
Councillors. In recognition of their contributions
to the school, our Secondary Four Student
Councillors were presented with certificates. The
Secondary Three Student Councillors were
presented with the Student Council collar pins
while the Secondary Two Student Councillors
received their Student Council ties.

Our Secondary Two Student Councillors taking the
Student Council Oath

On the day of the event, the students and teachers
entered a ‘time machine’ and were brought back
in time with performances, dances and games
from different eras.

Performance by TLDDS

The new President of the Student Council, Amos
Lam from 3A, gave an earnest speech, reiterating
his mission to be the voice of the student body.
Many parents turned up for the ceremony to
show their support.

PSS teachers taking the Teachers Pledge
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Parents’ Support Group Sharing by VicePrincipal, Mdm Ching
On 4 August, our Vice-Principal Mdm Ching shared
with parents on ‘Making Decisions with your
Children’.
Mdm Ching started the session by highlighting the
importance of making sensible decisions in
today’s VUCA (Volatile, Uncertain, Complex,
Ambiguous) environment. She stressed the
importance
of
parents
establishing
communication with their children in early years
and maintaining it, especially through the
adolescent years. She shared that making
decisions with children results in children owning
the decisions. She shared through her own
parenting experience, that values imbued through
sustained communication with children will
anchor them when they face decision making at
defining moments.
There were active exchanges of views during the
Q&A time. Verbal and written feedback showed
that parents appreciated the learning gleaned
from the sharing. Parents requested for more of
such beneficial conversations with school leaders.

Singapore-Miyazaki Friendship Programme
In August, Punggol Secondary School welcomed a
group of teachers and students from Miyazaki,
Japan. During the 5 days 4 nights of stay,
Punggolites hosted the Japanese students in their
homes and brought them around to experience
Singapore’s diverse cultures.

Punggolites with their Japanese buddies

Our Japanese guests had an enjoyable time visiting
various ethnic heritage zones and even tried their
hands at making local delicacies such as Popiah
and Kueh Pie Tee.

A visit to Chinatown

PSG sharing by our Vice-Principal, Mdm Ching

The whole programme was an enriching
experience for our students, especially the cultural
exchange element. Indeed, our students learnt
much about the Japanese culture and history from
their interactions with their buddies. Last but not
least, our students learnt to be gracious hosts to
our guests.
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Geography Learning Journey

TEDxNTU Food Waste Exhibit

In line with the principles of Geographical
Investigation, the Geography Unit introduced a
level-wide tourism project for our Secondary Two
Cohort. Through this learning journey, students
learnt to draw connections between their learning
experiences in the classrooms to the outdoor
environment. The students crafted their own
hypotheses and created customised survey forms
which they used to interview tourists at Marina
Promenade and Orchard Road as part of their data
collection process.

TEDxNTU, licensed under the main brand TED, is
an annual event that brings together the
community leading thinkers and doers to share
ideas that matter in any discipline — technology,
entertainment, design, science, humanities, and
business development. This year, TEDxNTU’s
theme is centered on combating food waste. In
recognition of our school’s efforts in combating
food waste, Punggol Secondary School was invited
to be a partner of the prestigious TEDxNTU.
On 26 August, we set up an exhibit at the Nanyang
Auditorium in Nanyang Technological University
(NTU) to share with NTU students and the public
on what our school has done to help combat food
waste.

PSS students getting ready for their learning journey

To promote a mobile and self-guided learning
experience, a Google Classroom group was
created to facilitate students’ access to
information and resources previously uploaded by
our teachers. PADLET discussion boards were also
included for collaborative work to take place and
for teachers to monitor students' progress.
It was an enriching experience for both teachers
and students.

PSS students sharing with members of the public

A group of our Secondary One students showcased
projects related to waste management. They had
conceived and executed these projects as part of
their Applied Learning Programme (ALP) lessons.
These projects were designed for students to
adopt a hands-on approach in a bid to foster the
joy of learning.

Punggolites interviewing a tourist
Secondary One students with their exhibit
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Modern Dance Values-in-Action (VIA)
Programme

Students’ Reflections

Our Modern Dance Values-in-Action (VIA)
Programme was held on 20 and 27 August.
Our Secondary Three and selected Secondary Two
dancers worked together with pre-schoolers from
Grow & Glow. Our students conducted a dance
programme for the pre-schoolers in the centre,
teaching them how to dance and to be creative in
their movements.
The VIA experience was well-received by both our
students and the preschoolers. Many of our
dancers remarked that this VIA programme was
very meaningful.

PSS student interacting with the preschoolers

PSS students teaching the preschoolers how to dance
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“I have learnt not to give up easily. Although
teaching the children can be difficult as they do not
listen, I tried other ways to win their hearts and
gain their attention.” – Abby Ho, 2A

“I learnt to be more patient when teaching and
communicating with the pre-schoolers.”
– Amelia Seah, 3N3

